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This edition sees the
launch of an appeal to
Sangha members to
support the new Bede
Griffiths Charitable
Trust.

The aims of the Trust
are twofold. The first is
to encourage inter-faith
dialogue in line with
vision of Father Bede,
while the second is to
provide a formal
structure for raising
money to support the
social work projects of
Shantivanam and the Swami Bede
Dayananda Trust, and so continue
Father Bede’s commitment to the poor
in the surrounding villages.

The Bede Griffiths Charitable Trust
has been established with seven
trustees and it has applied to the
Charity Commission for registration as
a charity. When we are registered we
can take advantage of Gift Aid tax
relief.
In the past Brother Martin has been
able to raise money through his trip to
Europe. With the Trust up and
running, funds can now be raised
throughout the year, and we can make
applications to other grant giving
bodies for funds to support this vital
work.

The Trust needs to raise about 8,000
a year to fund the current level of
activity. This includes the need to find
3,200 for the following activities
undertaken by the ashram.:

Brother Martin at the egg distribution

Distribution of school books to
200 children.

Distribution of eggs twice a
week to 400 children.

Distribution of rice to 200

elderly and disabled people
Funding of a micro credit bank

to enable people to set up small
businesses for self-employment

The Swami Bede Dayananda Trust
employs Sr Rose Matthews as Director, as
well as teachers, assistant teachers,
nursery assistants, and a watchman. All
these salaries amount to just under 250
per month, and provide a range of
training and employment initiatives.
So our appeal to Sangha members is to
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Three stories of compassion and
Theo Samuel

Theo Samuel came to Shantivanam in
January this year. We met him there, and
knew that he was ill but it was a great
shock to hear from his wife Mary, of his
death in March.

Theo Samuel

Theo was born in, what was then, Burma,
in 1934, and was ordained as a priest in the
Church of England in the early 1970’s. His
great passion and commitment in life was
to racial justice, asylum seekers, world
peace and the alleviation of poverty. He
had a passionate concern for bonded
labourers in India.
Theo undertook two pilgrimages in the last
year of his life. The first was to Iona and
the second was to Shantivanam, where, in
the words of one of the addresses given at
his funeral, “...here at

Last was a combination of Christianity
with the richness of his Hindu spiritual
culture...allowing him to open his own
heart, his own self to God. I think he
found this an enormously enriching
experience which brought him tangibly
closer to God”.

Theo was deeply touched by Shantivanam
and Mary arranged for the donations at his
funeral to be sent to the Bede Griffiths
Charitable Trust, to help with the work of
the ashram with the poor in the
neighbouring villages.
So “thank You”, Mary and her family, and
“Thank you” to Theo for the inspiration of
your life and commitment to the poor and
oppressed, and for your support for the life
and work of Shantivanam

The Milford

The Youth Club members who have been supporting their young
counterparts at Tannirpalli village.

Robert Mermagen

We were also saddened to hear of the
death of Robert Mermagen, who visited
Shantivanam earlier this year. The spirit of
the ashram, and the work that is done with
those in need in the surrounding villages,
made a deep impression on him. His wife,
Keren, arranged for the donations made
by his friends at his funeral to go to the
ashram through the Bede Griffiths
Charitable Trust. Thank you Keren, and all

Joan Walters, who lives
near Milford Haven,
Wales, writes: “Thanks
to the efforts and
generosity of the young
people of the Milford
Haven and Hubberston
Youth Clubs, 20 Junior
school aged children in
the village of
Tanneripalli, in the
state Tamil Nadu,
South India were able to
have an education.

It costs 15 per year to
send a child to a state
school in this area and
the families are too poor
to afford even this small
amount.

Last year during
Fairtrade awareness
weekend the young
people from the youth
club held a disco which
raised 300, which they
sent to a contact in
Shantivanam Ashram in
Tanneripalli who
distributed it among the

families in the village,
A number of us have
made this commitment
to pay 15 a year to
educate a chid. It
certainly is not a huge
sum to us but to the
people of Tamil Nadu it
is the difference
between going to school
and not.

Another group of young
people who support
these Indian youngsters
are the Herbrandston
Young Carers who have
provided benches for
the children in the
Kindergarten and give
ongoing support to the
social projects in and
around Tanneripalli.

Congratulations to the
Young Carers who have
to date donated 25,000
to charity. This is a
magnificent
achievement
considering the children
give from their pocket
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Why Wait ?

Why wait til he is gone beyond our now perceptive view,
Til he is on the Further Shore, to give what is his due?
The gift of God in Father Bede to each one gathered here
Unique, profound, unknowing full, unsung in some I fear.
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This poem, which was
found in the papers stored
in Father Bede’s hermitage,
was written on his birthday
in 1988 by Sr Pascaline
Coff, founder and superior
of Osage Monastery in
Oklahoma, USA.

His great wide heart, his gentle soul, he carries each within
That lotus space where he adores and sees each one his kin.
Androgenous, homogenous, where opposites converge,
His guru grace cuts knots away so true love can emerge.
His oneness with the One is such, he radiates the Three
As he describes in profound joy the Holy Trinity.
Saccidananda - Being, Bliss, Consciousness divine,
He mediates this gift for all in each one’s space and time.
Why wait till he is gone beyond, to share what’s in our hearts,
To thank our father, mystic, saint, for all he eagerly imparts?
Some come from shores across the sea, some come in khadi clad,
But those who form community are triply blessed by God.
The guru’s gifts are ever here, not one seems to be missing,
But each must come in humble love with heart’s ear ever listening.
For some ambrosia is but once, for others every day.
Oh may we all awaken to the gift that is our Way.
Why wait til he is gone beyond to say: “dear Father Bede,
We love you and are grateful for the gifts you do concede
To give to each, to one and all - the gift of God you are,
To give to each, to one and all - the gift of God we are!”

Father Bede’s hermitage,
Shantivanam

Sr Pascaline Coff
Shantivanam 17th December 1988
osagemonastery@juno.com

News
From
Shantivan

Brother Martin writes:
Peace and joy from Br.
Martin . We are doing
well in the ashram. Our
two brothers made their
simple profession on 30th
May. Now they have gone
to Bangalore for their
philosophical studies,
where we already have
two brothers studying
philosophy. Br. John is
studying second year of
theology in Bangalore
with the Salesians. At the
moment we have two
postulants and two
candidates. We are

expecting another two
candidates by the end of
this month. So there is
some hope.

Br. Amaldas, who is
deacon now, will be
ordained priest on 3rd
July around 5 p.m. by the
Bishop of Trichy. It is a
blessing for the ashram
and also for local area as
he is the first one to be
ordained from Tamil
Nadu. Please keep him in
your prayers.

Fr. George, who is
studying his M.Theology
in Kerala will come back
by the end of August. So I

will be free from my
responsibility in charge of
the ashram. My superiors
have given me permission
to go overseas. So I will be
going to Germany and
France for a month, from
26th of August to 2nd of
October. I am sorry that
I could not come to UK
and Ireland this year.
Hopefully we shall meet
next year.
We are happy to say that
the first phase of the new
guesthouse is almost
complete. Four double
rooms with en-suite, with
concrete roof.
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Jesus Christ - A Bridge that can bring
Peace to the World
Br Martin Sahajananda

This is not a scientific paper;
rather it is a personal exploration
of whether Jesus can be seen as
the bridge between the two main
branches of religion in the world,
the prophetic and the wisdom
traditions, and so as a hope for
peace in the world.
Brother Martin Sahajananda

In this article
Brother Martin
points to Jesus’
experience of God
as the bridge
between the
prophetic and the
wisdom traditions
and so a hope for
peace in our divided
world

Judaism, Christianity and Islam are
generally described a monotheistic
religions, and the main God experience of
Hinduism is advaita or non-duality. It will
be seen that Jesus was both a monotheist
and an advaitin. To look at this, in the
context of a Hindu Christian dialogue,
there are two aspects in each religion,
which it is very important to understand;
that is, the relationship between God and
creation, and the highest possible
experience of God that can be experienced
by the follower in each tradition.

The Vedic seers were seekers of Truth, and
so it is that in the Vedas we find a constant
growth in the understanding of divine
human relationship. In the Vedas we do
not find one system of thought, but rather
we see the spiritual journey of the sages; we
see where they began and where they
arrived. The stages in the journey
experienced by the Vedic seers can be
described as a journey from nature
worship, to polytheism, to henotheism, and
through monotheism, pantheism, and
monism to non-dualism.
Their initial experience of God begins with
nature. At the stage of development,
people were nomads, and their daily life
depended on nature around them. As with
their experience of nature, they
experienced God as someone on whom they
had no control. In this way they saw divine
in the powers of nature, and they

attributed divinity to the powers of nature,
like water, fire, wind, sky, and the sun.

As people began to attribute personality to
the powers of nature, they moved from
nature worship to polytheism, that is, a
belief in many gods. At this stage of
development, they saw each power as
independent, so adopted the idea that there
are many equal gods. But people were not
satisfied with having many independent
gods, and felt that there must be some one
who is like a leader to the gods. With this
development they moved from polytheism
to henotheism, that is, a system in which
one God acts as a leader of the other gods.
But such a God acts as a leader for a period
of time, and the 'holder' of the 'post' could
be changed periodically.
But even this arrangement did not satisfy
the sages, so they moved from henotheism
to monotheism, a belief in one supreme
God who is the creator of this universe.
But soon even this concept fell into
difficulties as they tried to understand the
concept of Creation. They asked how did
God create this universe? Did God create
out of nothing, or, possibly, out of himself
or herself?

The seers rejected outright the concept of
creation out of nothing, saying that nothing
comes out of nothing. So they came to the
view that creation must be from God, in the
same way as a web comes out of a spider
that then sits on its web. They realized
that since creation comes from God it also
must be God. So they moved from
monotheism to pantheism. Pantheism is a
belief that everything is God and that
creation is God.

As their enquiries continued even this
concept fell into difficulties. The seers
asked the question, does creation coming
out of God imply some change in God?' Or
'does change in God deny the immutability
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of God? Since creation implies a change in
God, with God before creation being in
some way different from God after creation,
they came to the point where they
completely denied creation and said that
there is no creation; creation is maya. So
creation is only an illusion and God alone is
real. In this way their thinking moved from
pantheism to monism, which is a system
which holds that God alone exists and that
creation is an illusion.
But even then, some of the sages were not
satisfied with this understanding, and they
felt that something was missing. They
could not deny the existence of creation for
creation is there, albeit not equal to God;
they saw that God has no beginning and
end but Creation has a beginning and an
end. But it was not satisfactory to say that
God is Real and creation is Unreal, so some
of the sages moved from monism to nondualism. Non-dualism holds that there is
only one absolute reality; God, and that
creation is not another absolute reality;
rather it has relative reality. In this system
God and Creation are not two independent
realities, and the relationship between God
and creation remains a mystery. It is
described as anirvacaniya, indefinable.

Later the great teachers of Vedanta, called
Acharyas, formulated three philosophical
systems from the teachings of the Vedas.
These are: advaita or non-duality,
Visistaadvaita, or qualified non-duality and
Dvaita, or dualism. Shankara, who lived in
the 8th century C.E., formulated the
philosophy of advaita. According to him
Brahman or God alone is Real, and creation
is an illusion or maya. Ultimately the
human soul is identical with Brahman.
When a person knows Brahman as his or
her true self, then the person is free from
the bondage of this world. The way to
achieve this is jnana, the path of wisdom.
In this system, one can say, “I and God are
one”, and in this sense, Shankara's advaita
is closer to monism, which allows for only
one reality.
th

Ramanuja who lived in the 11 century
C.E., disagreed with Shankara and
formulated his own system of philosophy,
which he called visista-advaita-, or qualified
non-dualism. According to him God alone
is real but creation is not illusion but it is

the body of Brahman. God is like the soul
and creation is his body. The highest goal
of spiritual life is to surrender oneself to
God in devotion and fulfill the will of God.
He proposed the path of bhakthi or
devotion to achieve union with God. He
denied the possibility of an experience
where one could say, “I and God are one”,
but that one can only say, “I am in God
and God is in me”. This system of
Ramanuja could be said to be closer to
pantheism.
th

Madhava, who lived in the 13 century
C.E., disagreed with both Shankara and
Ramanuja and proposed his own system of
philosophy calling it, dvaita, which means
dualism. It holds that God and creation
are two different realities even though
creation has only relative reality. In this
system one can only that “God is greater
than me”. His philosophy is closer to the
monotheistic understanding of the biblical
tradition, which keeps the gulf between
God and creation. Many Hindu scholars
characterize Christians as dualists.
The journey of Vedic sages can be likened
to climbing a hill: the journey begins with
nature worship and, at the top, reaches
non-dualism, and then it comes down the
hill to dualism. As some of the sages
climbed higher, they did not destroy the
lower levels, rather they allowed them to
exist. In this sense, we cannot exactly
define what Hinduism is; rather we can
describe Hinduism as a 'congregation' of
religions. Within the label of Hinduism
there are many belief structures but they
are able to co-exist; in today's Hinduism
they are people who believe in nature
worship, in polytheism, in henotheism, in
monotheism, in pantheism, in monism, in
non-dualism, in qualified non-dualism and
dualism.

The biblical tradition grew from
polytheistic religions into a monotheistic
religion in which there is only one supreme
God, who created the earth and the
heavens: there is no other God besides
him. Reacting to surrounding countries
where there were images of animals to
represent God, the people of the biblical
tradition were forbidden from making any
image of God. For them, God is holy, that
is to say, there is a gulf between God and
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Jesus
realized that
God was not
his creator
but his
Father. That
insight was a
revolution...it
was not a
possibility
allowed for
in his
spiritual
tradition of
monotheism.
Such an
experience of
God was
possible only
in the nondualistic
tradition
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humanity, and human beings can never see
God. Christianity and Islam both come
from this tradition. The three biblical
religions, Judaism, Christianity and Islam,
all believe in God the creator, and all would
say, philosophically, that God created this
universe out of nothing.

Jesus was born in the Jewish tradition.
Naturally he grew in this concept of God as
creator, but he outgrew this belief when he
realized that he and the Father were one.
He realized that God was not his creator but
his Father. That insight was a revolution,
and the Jewish religious authorities accused
him of blasphemy, as he claimed to be the
Son of God or equal
with God. The
experience of God
which Jesus had,
was not a possibility
allowed for in his
spiritual tradition of
monotheism. Such
an experience of
God is possible only
in the non-dualistic
tradition.

Christ in meditation, seated in
the lotus position. This statue
is at Shantivanam ashram.

There are
similarities, as well
as dissimilarities
between
monotheism and
non-dualism. Both
monotheism and
non-dualism believe
that there is only
one absolute reality;
there is only one
God. Both would
say that creation is
not another
absolute reality; that God is infinite and
creation is finite, and that God has no
beginning and end and creation has a
beginning and an end. However,
monotheism looks at creation as the ground
in which human beings are called to unfold
their image and likeness of God, whereas
non-dualism tends to look at creation as an
illusion. The monotheistic tradition
presents a moral God, a God of justice and
equality. It gives much importance to
human relationships and the responsibility
that human beings have to one another.
The love of God and the love of neighbor are
the true pillars of monotheism. Non-

dualism, on the other hand, tends to
neglect human relationships and appears to
be other worldly, and does not give
importance to the world and the
transformation of the world. The purpose
of life is to get out of this world as early as
possible.
In monotheism, God creates this universe
(out of nothing). There is a gulf between
God and creation and between God and
humanity, and human beings always
remain outside God. Even in heaven
human beings remain as creatures. In nondualism God does not create this universe
but God unfolds this universe from himself
or herself. Creation is the manifestation of
God, and human beings are not creatures
of God, rather they come from God and
have the possibility of entering into the
heart of God, saying,
“I am Brahman”
or “I am God''. In the non-dualism
tradition, sin is ignorance of one's divine
nature.
If we apply this understanding to Jesus
Christ we will discover that Jesus is both a
monotheist and a non-dualist.

Jesus is a monotheist in the sense that he
believed that there is only one God or only
one absolute reality, but it can also be said
that he is not a monotheist in the sense
that he did not believe in a creator God: he
experienced God as his Father. Jesus
entered into the highest level of divinehuman relationship and was able to say, “I
and the Father are one''. This expression is
not possible in monotheism but only in
non-dualism. So Jesus is a non-dualist in
his highest divine human relationship. On
the other hand his non-dualistic experience
does not make him other worldly; he calls
for the transformation of human
relationships. And he calls for love and
justice. “I and the Father are one” and
“whatever you do to the least of my
brothers and sisters that you do unto me”
are the two pillars of his experience and his
message.

There can be no doubt that the Christian
tradition has taken the second statement of
Jesus so seriously that millions of
Christians have sacrificed their lives for the
love of their neighbor. Mother Theresa is
the supreme example for our times. But
the Christian has neglected the first
statement of Jesus. The Christian
tradition has allowed that Jesus had the
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non-dual experience of God, but it has
closed down this experience as a possibility
for Christians. Christianity is a
monotheistic religion in the sense that it
believes in a creator God, who created out of
nothing. It can be seen that, although this
theory of how creation works may satisfy
some minds as to the origin of creation, it is
actually an oppressive theory rather than a
very liberating theory as it closes the door
to the non-dualistic experience of God.

The Vedic tradition has its own difficulties
when it comes to a theory about the origin
of creation. It proposes either pantheism or
monism, for when it proposes that creation
comes from God it tends to fall into
pantheism, and when it proposes that
creation is maya, or illusion, it falls into
monism.

Of course it is very difficult to understand
the nature of creation and its origin, and
every theory that the human mind proposes
creates more problems than it solves. The
human mind being limited, cannot
understand the creative action of God. So,
when the biblical tradition proposes that
God created this universe, it should not be
taken as a final, literal, theory of creation,
rather it should be understood as an
acceptance that the human mind cannot
understand the creative action of God.

In the same way when the Vedic tradition
proposes that
creation
comes from God, it
The Word
Made Flesh
Jyoti Sahi
should not be taken in the literal sense.
Again it reveals the mystery of creation and
the incomprehensibility of the creative act
of God to the human mind. All the efforts
that the human mind makes to understand
the creative action of God is like throwing
stones into sky to capture the sky. The
stones go up and come down and fall on the
heads of whoever threw them up.
The relationship between God and creation
remains a mystery, and the human mind
has to say, in humility, that it does not
know and it cannot know. This mystery
can be solved only in the non-dualistic
experience of God where the question itself
is dissolved.

It is only when we are outside God that the
question of the origin of creation arises;
when we enter into the non-dual experience
of God the question disappears. So there is
no answer to it.
In Hindu-Christian dialogue these two

questions of the relationship between God
and creation, and the possibility offered in
each tradition for the highest level of
divine human relationship, are very
important.

Christianity believes in a creator God and
human beings as creatures, a belief that
creates a gulf between God and human
beings. Non-dualism sees creation as the
manifestation of God, and it opens the door
to the highest level of divine human
relationship where a person can say “I am
Brahman” or I am God” or “I and God are
one”. Jesus Christ reached the highest
level of divine human relationship when he
said, “I and the Father are one”. In that
sense his experience is identical with the
non-dualistic experience of the Vedic sages.
Jesus Christ opened the door to the nondual experience to his followers but
Christianity then closed it. The future of
Christianity and its genuine dialogue with
the Vedic tradition depends on its
rethinking its understanding of creation
and on becoming open to the non-dualistic
experience of God, not only in respect of
Jesus but also for every human being.

The peace of the world depends on the
marriage between Vedic traditions with the
monotheistic traditions, and Jesus Christ is
the union between non-dualism and
monotheism. Christianity has to learn the
non-dual experience of Christ from the
Vedic tradition and the Vedic tradition has
to learn from the monotheistic traditions
the importance of creation and the love of
neighbour, specially love towards the
needy: “whatever you do to the least of my
brothers and sisters that you do unto me”.
Sahajananda@hotmail.com
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I HAD A DREAM
2/ 22.05.2004
Moments with you

I hear your voice,
it vibrates in my soul;

I taste your fragrance,
it rings within me;
I see your body,
mind and soul
and dwelling there
I forget to be outside
me:
I live for
these beautiful
moments

I HAD A DREAM
3/ 28.11.2003
Sweet as a Rose

Sometimes I fear
to lose myself,
get lost in Him
forever;
I know I should rejoice.
I receive
love in union,
love in separation,
in heaven as on earth:
of course
I do rejoice!
He is white
as a lotus bloom.
Which aspect of you
should I adore?

I know
whatever it will be;
I shall and will rejoice.
Sabine Deller
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Father Bede on the west
front of Guildford
Whit Sunday saw the inauguration of
new statues on the west front of
Guildford Cathedral, England, including
a statue of Father Bede.

Fr Bede’ before completion’
Photo Charles Gurrey

Fr Bede with Reginald Somerset
Ward. Between them is the
pillar of fire

The cathedral was designed in 1932, and
it always was intended that the large
stones over the west doors should be
sculpted. The statues, which were
sculpted by the York based artist,
Charles Gurrey, were the inspiration of
the former dean of Guildford, the Very
Revd. Alex Wedderspoon, who dedicated
them in a special service..
Around Christ of the Transfiguration
are four
figures
representing
the Christian
past; Julian
of Norwich,
Bernard of
Clairvaux, St
Benedict and

St Colomba, and four prominent
spiritual teachers from the 20th
Century; Evelyn Underhill, Archbishop
Michael Ramsey, Reginald Somerset
Ward and our own Father Bede.

Father Bede is shown in his khavi of the
Hindu sannyasi, offering his greeting in
namaste. Sangha members were invited
to be there at the dedication and we felt
so proud of Father Bede. What on earth
would have thought of it?
Also, Sangha member Caroline
Mackenzie saw the Kalai Kaviri Indian
Sacred Dance group from Trichy, who
are doing a tour of south England,
perform on the steps outside the
cathedral on 11th June. Caroline said,
“It was really amazing” and that Father
Bede looked down with approval!

SANSKRIT CORNER
Atman
These reflections on commonly used
Sanskrit terms are offered to Sangha
members by Ken Knight who is a member
from Downe, Kent and who is an
accomplished Sanskrit scholar.
When we first encounter Eastern thought we
inevitably bring with us our learned
meanings and try to superimpose these onto
the new words. So we may translate Atman
as soul. The danger here is that traditionally
the word 'soul' gives us an image of a particle,
as in the statement 'My Soul doth magnify
the Lord', whereas Atman is better envisaged
as an all pervading 'wavelet' as in quantum
physics. Mary's statement may then also be
understood as the outward flow of the
Atman/Brahman, the all-pervading,
expanding continuum.

In some systems of Indian philosophy Atman
may indeed be regarded as atomic but in
Advaita Vedanta, the philosophy favoured by
Father Bede, Atman is a unity that is all
pervading. It cannot be experienced but
nothing is experienced without it.

The root meaning of Atman shows that it
comes from Ap which means 'to pervade', or
at meaning 'to breathe'. These are the
meanings at the core of the RgVeda where it
is usually termed tman.
With this meaning of Atman the question of
salvation or liberation cannot be understood
in the usual way. The Atman is ever free for
it is boundless and all-pervading. To realise
this, the paths of action, devotion and
knowledge may be taken to dissolve the
ignorance arising from attachment to 'name
and form'.
Hilken_98@yahoo.com
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Meanwhile it is some years ago that I went
for the first time to, what I called my
Motherland, India. Totally on my own, I
was wandering for seven months with a
pack bag through India and Nepal. That
time I was full of an indescribable longing
and still searching for something outside
myself. Everybody had a Guru. I was
longing to find mine. I began my quest in
the ashram of Guramay in Ganeshpuri.
Impressive for sure, but for me nothing
more than that.
During my trip I met several masters,
even Sai Baba. But there was not one
place were I became so deeply touched as
in the Shantivanan Ashram from Father
Bede Griffiths, there on the holy Cauvery
River. At this moment, when I look back,
it was far more than that, it was the
fulfilling of a deep longing: it was like
coming home, coming home by myself.

Shantivanan was in all his aspects a place
of simplicity, a place without finery on the
outside. My accommodation was very
basic: a simple clay hut that I shared with
an Italian girl. Besides the beautiful small
church, there was only one collective room
for the whole group. We used it to share,
to pray and to eat together the sober food.
We were sitting on the hard clay floor.
Our father Bede, more than eighty years,
was sitting between us. Just like us, on
the same solid floor, not on a special place
at all. In that time there were not so many
people around him. True grandeur is not
visible on the outside, it is not easy to be
recognized: you will never see it
worshipped or glorified. He should never
have allowed this. He radiated a salutary
calmness: Simplicity without saying.
Besides of that he was in all aspects awake
and extremely present.
As an English Benedictine Monk he came
on a special day in 1955 to that place.
Definitely it was his duty to convert souls.
With his sensibility he must have felt the
power and the essence of Hinduism. He
understood that all religions came of the
same source. He mixed it all together, the

Although I intensively enjoyed the
quietness, the mystery, the holiness, the
sunrises and sunsets on the river, the
meditative way we prepared all together
the vegetables for the sober but healthy
meals, the chatter with each other en
with him, I realized only much later,
when I was already back in the
Netherlands, how important this place
and this man had been for me. During a
escort-meditation which me brought back
to my first roots, I found myself
immediately back under the trees on the
Holy Cauvery River.

Some years later, on the 13th of May in
1993, during my time with Reiki and our
collective wanderings over the globe, we
entered again India, my Motherland. It
was okay for me to take Giri to Sai Baba,
but I could not find the courage to visit
Father Bede's Place. I had the feeling
that he was no longer in a physical body
and I liked to preserve in my heart the
cherishing of the intact remembrances
from this Divine place.

At the end of this year, departing from
Sydney I get an answer on my question.
We had to wait a long time on the
airport. We used this time to hang
around in a bookstore. The first thing
were I literally walked at was a video of
Father Bede. This was the answer on the
mystery: Father Bede had passed away.
The video was made in 1993 just before
his dying.
After another period of wandering we
found at the end a small rented house in
Holland. The poster from the Cauvery
River and the photo of Father Bede
found a place above our bed. This is
extraordinarily, in comparing the
austerity in our small home and the
absent from that kind of pictures.

There had come an abrupt end of our
wanderings, an end on everything what
was behind my back, on everything what
I dare to be. My body told me that the
time had come to repent, to go within.

Many years later, healthy and freed from
many old belief systems, destiny put me
on a new challenge. After initially
resistance, I bowed my head and said 'yes'

Simplicity

Sometimes I asked myself why I never felt
the need to remove this poster and the
picture. As well the place as this man
seems to be very dear to me.

religion and the people. He was in his
pure simplicity a real instrument from
the Divine and embraced everybody in
his boundless Love. This was perceptible
and visible in the ashram, in the simple
church, in the people and along the Holy
Cauvery River.

Yasmin Verschure

For years there is a poster above
my bed from the Holy Cauvery
River in India. In the corner at
the bottom you will find the
picture of Father Bede Griffiths.
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against the impulse to publish my own
books. From that moment my agenda
started to fill up and by now and than I
withdraw myself in our small wooden
'backhouse'. Also I did last Christmas. I
took some books from the library and
hided myself for a few weeks. Again I got
confronted with Father Bede. How
surprisingly! I started to read the book:
'The direct Path' of Andrew Harvey.
Andrew is born in India and he met many
great beings on his spiritual journey.
Years later, surprisingly nearby his
birthplace, he got in contact with Father
Bede. Never before, Andrew writes in his
book, he became so touched. Touched by
the love radiated by this man. Andrew
subscribes Father Bede as the person
whom he spiritual loved the most, the
man he admired the most from all.
Andrew is also the one who made the
video. Andrew is one of them who is
present at the deathbed of Father Bede,
holding the hands from the man who in all
simplicity became the Love himself. 'What
can I do for you' he asked. With eyes
glancing like stars Father Bede answered:
'Let us become even more Love…'
What a privilege to be at the deathbed of
the man who represented in all aspects
the purity from the Christ awareness.
What a moving coincidence for me in that
silenced Christmastime. Fortuity? No,
fortuity does not exist. It is a hint; my
heart was jumping and full of joy. The
mystery was solved. The picture above my
bed is encouraging me to walk my path
firmly and in simplicity. I feel myself
recognized and blessed by the man who in
all aspects is a part of myself. Selfconceited and not be dependent on any
outside doctrine I walk my inner path. It
is a joy to have such a beautiful love
symbol to point at. In all his simplicity is
Father Bede for me an example I like to
be: Love without any conditions, human
under the humans, without any outside
pretension.

Thank you dear Father Bede, for the
seed you have sown in my heart. I shall
give it water and lovingly care for it. I
shall keep alive in myself the
remembrance. The remembrance of the
place that I like to call 'home', I who had
never had any home port in my life. The
remembrance of a man who I liked to call
my father, I who loosed my father when I
was a child. The remembrance of a
spiritual friend, a teacher and a guru,
whose example I like to follow,
unconditional, without to be dependent
in any aspect.
I have met many, many teachers on my
path, there in that far away India. The
longing of a Guru I let go behind. It was
not the path I had to walk. At this
moment it is no longer from any
importance, I sincerity received in all
aspects were I unaware was looking for:
the path of simplicity, the 'love-energy' in
her most purest form, the pearl under
the pearls.
That his soul may rest in peace!

Schijndel, the 5th of February 2004
Yasmin Verschure is the author of: Way
to the Light - With an Open Heart - Love
is 'All That Is' - Mastery beyond Death
and The Power of Being. In the past she
was a social worker and later she worked
worldwide as a Reikiteacher. After
intense periods off 'awakening' she
dropped outside labels and walked her
path with simplicity. She is popular
speaker and workshop giver in the
Netherlands and Belgium. For more
information and inspiration:
www.yasminverschure.nl. Or send an
email:
Shanti29@hetnet.nl
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Sangha Silent Retreats

“The silence was food for
the soul” - Sangha members
at the Stanton Guildhouse

Fourteen Sangha members joined a
silent weekend at Stanton
Guildhouse, a small retreat Centre
near Broadway, Worcestershire.
The setting was idyllic, with the
Guildhouse overlooking the Vale of
Evesham. The weather was perfect,
and the silence of the retreat was
food for the soul.
Stanton Guildhouse was a new

venue for the Sangha and,
with many Indian
connections in its inspiration
and history, it felt a
wonderful place for such
retreats.
The next silent retreat will
be at St Non’s Retreat
House, near St David’s in
Pembrokeshire. Overlooking
the cliffs, and the sea, it calls
to mind the life and
experience of the early Celtic saints
who settled on the remotest cliffs
and islands that they could find.
The retreat will be for a week (see
back page for contact details). The
centre can only accommodate a
small number of people, but it is in
such small gatherings that the life of
the Sangha is nourished.

In this edition of the psalms
used at Shantivanam, Fr Bede
has beautifully edited out much
of the violence of the original
prayers to make them more
useable for contemporary
Christian prayer
We have a limited number
available for sale at £3.00 inc
p&p in the UK.
Phone 01227 752871 if you
would like a copy.

Rising from the ashes
Geraint Ap Iorwerth writes:

15 AUGUST 2003: Fire! Flames of fire. The old mid 18th century building

engulfed in fire for nearly 3 hours. The Assumption. Queen of Heaven. Our interfaith Chapel to Divine Wisdom, dedicated in 1995, totally destroyed, with only 3
of its stout walls remaining, a small cast iron Celtic Cross and 2 small
Communion sets. Its library, ikons, statues, etc reduced to ashes. But the work
continues and many thanks to Agnes and Andrea for their picture of the phoenix
on 16 August!
The Chapel itself was dedicated to the memory of the Russian Fr Sergei
Bulgakov, and will be so dedicated again. The garden site was in memory of Fr
Bede and this time is to be formally dedicated as an Ashram in his memory, to
carry on his vision in a Cymric (Welsh) Celtic setting. An Ashram in ‘Cadair
Country’, at the foothills of the Southern Snowdonia range. Rebuilding has
almost finished, with the new building an exact replica of the original, chimney
and all. Its original use was as a granary. The interior will be different this time.
More news to follow. Dedication of the Chapel (Capel Hagia Soffia) and Ashram
will be in the autumn.
geraintap@btopenworld.com

Saccidanandaya Namah was
published by Shantivanam to
celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the founding of the ashram in
1950. It has articles on the
founding fathers and on the
‘flowers and fruits’, that is how
the ashram has affected the
lives of people who came to
Shantivanam.. A few copies are
available at £3.00 inc p &p .
01227 752871
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RETURN ADDRESS
Beech Tree Cottage
Selling
Faversham, Kent
ME13 9RH
UK

For further information contact
Adrian Rance and Jill Hemmings
Phone: + 44 (0)1227 752871
bg.sangha@btinternet.com
We’re on the Web
www.bedegriffiths.com
and
http://uk.msnusers.com/sahajanandaashram

Sangha Events

Summer Seminar on
Abhishiktananda at Park
Place Pastoral Centre
,Fareham 16th - 18th July
2004. Contact Therese
O’Neill 01730 814879

Silent retreat, St Non’s
Retreat Centre, St David’s,
Wales. 9 - 16th October
2004. Contact Joan Walters
01646 692496
Advent Retreat, St Peters
Grange, Prinknash 4th 6th December 2004

In the Light
It is with sadness that we
report the deaths of Theo
Samuel, Robert Murmagen,

Sangha Contacts and Groups

England
Beds: Bedford, Peter Forrest 01234 831361
Bucks: Marlow, Michael Day 01628 474034
Cornwall: Penzance, Swami Nityamuktananda 01736 350510
Devon: Exeter, Joan Uzzells 01392 276825
Dorset: Michael Giddings 01308 897159
Essex: Chris Collingwood 0181 504 4476
Gloucestershire: Timothy and Victoria Glazier 01453 839488
Hants: Gosport, Sue Howse 02392 528601
Kent: Canterbury, Jill & Adrian 01227 752871 Meditation
Group 1st Friday of each month 7.15 p.m.
London N4: Ann O’Donoghue 0207 359 1929
London SE (Kent): Hilary Knight 0168 986 1004 Meditation
Group Wednesdays 7.30 p.m.
London N/Herts: Edgar Holroyd-Doveton 020 8386 4323
Northants: Henry Worthy 01604 513032 Meditation group
Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Oxon: Oxford Shirley du Boulay 01865 310332
Somerset: Taunton Valeria Ives 01823 432468
Somerset: Bath Kevin Tingay 01761 470249
Staffs: Stoke on Trent Sr Sophia 01782 816036
Suffolk: Wendy Mulford 01728 604169
W. Sussex: Gillian Maher 01444 455334
Chichester: Therese O’Neill 01730 814879 Group 2nd Tuesday
of each month
Yorks: Barnsley Margaret Cadnam 01226 217042
Northern Ireland
Belfast: Sighle Mary O’Donoghue 02890 287471Meditation
Friday at 7.30 p.m.
Ballyhornan Stan Papenfus 02844 841451
Scotland
Aberdeen: Angelika Monteux 01224 867409
Glasgow Steve Woodward 01355 224937
Edinburgh: Laird McLean 0131 478 1673
Wales
West Wales: Joan Walters 01646 692496
North Wales: Jonathan Robinson 01766 514225
Overseas contacts
Australia
Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au
Denmark
Vicky Lasheras: lasheras@mail.tele.dk
Eire
Michael Woods +353 502 48696
France
Nerte Chaix: michoule2@wanadoo.fr
Germany
Sabine Deller: sabine.deller@freenet.de
India
Br. Martin:
sahajananda@hotmail.com
Switzerland
Urs Mattmann: ursm@bluewin.ch
USA
Oklahoma Carolyn Cowan:
ccmission@cox.net
Nevada Jackie Greedy 775 883 0854
California Santa Barbara Nicholas Dewey
805 898 0865
If any one would like to have their names added as local
contacts please let us know. Please also let us have details of
any groups you would like included

